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Introduction
Motivation
The correct modeling of the hydrodynamic response in ocean waves is of interest for many practical
applications, such as for floating offshore wind turbines. These are highly complex systems, with
non-linear interactions between the hydrodynamic, mooring, structural, aerodynamic, and control
systems. The lack of understanding of these interactions and the complexity of the simulation
models needed to predict them leads to an overconservative design of these systems. In order to
safely reduce the safety margins, thus reducing the costs and improving the competitiveness of the
floating offshore wind technology, a better understanding of this problem is necessary.
Existing work
Several steps have been taken towards improved simulations of these complex systems using CFD
solver ReFRESCO: verification and validation of a 2D wave propagation in deep water out (Lima,
2021); CFD verification of breaking waves; estimation of hydrodynamic damping (Burmester et al.,
2020); response in waves (Wang et al., 2022);aerodynamic analysis of the turbine (Gomes, 2021);
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Objectives
1. Obtain the hydrodynamic coefficients of a floating offshore wind platform using a forced
oscillation setup:
a. Obtain the viscous damping coefficients for different amplitude and period
combinations
b. Obtain the added mass coefficients for different amplitude and period combinations
c. Carry out a verification study to quantify the numerical uncertainty of the estimated
parameters
Requisites
Applicants must have:
• General knowledge on CFD.
• Coding experience with python or similar.
Good to have:
• Linux experience.
• Latex experience.
• Git experience.
Added value to have:
• Knowledge on uncertainty quantification.
Location
blueOASIS (www.blueoasis.pt) offices at Oeiras or Ericeira
Edificio D.Pedro, Quinta da Fonte, R. Malhões, 2770-071 Lisboa
R. Prudêncio Franco da Trindade 4, 2655-344 Ericeira
The student is invited to join the team in the office when the supervisor is present (at least three
days per week).
Companies Involved
blueOASIS is a young team with more than 45 years of combined knowledge and experience on
Aerospace, Mechanical, Naval and Maritime engineering. The multicultural and multidisciplinary
team is committed to make our oceans safer and greener, using state of the art numerical and data
science tools. BlueOASIS focuses on renewable energies, ocean cleaning, decarbonization,
sustainable offshore structures and green ships optimization.
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